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Albert Senyo Hodo


Albert.S.Hodo


I love designing new technologies and prototyping them. 
My background in Computer Science and IoT influences 
how I approach every design challenge. I like to think of 
how design impacts the world by adhering to the UN’s 
agenda 2050 Sustainable Development Goals [SDGs]

Berkeley, California, USA

Basketball | | |Swimming Roadtrips Amapiano

A  S c i e n t i s t  O f  S m a r t  T h i n g s
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About me

Competences

Contacts

2023 - MSc Design [Emerging Technologies]

2021 - BSc Computer Science

2020 - 3D Game Developer 2019 - Facebook Engineering Mentee 

ReactJSScenario AnalysisAttention to detail
Time management
Problem solving
Leadership

User Research
2D & 3D Rapid Prototyping
Concept Ideation

Fusion 360 Unity 3D
Blender
Figma
Adobe suite

Python
C# / C++
HTML / CSS / JS

2022 - Product Designer [Software] 2021 - Google UI/UX Design Certificate

University of California, Berkeley

Ashesi University, Ghana

KnackApp Corp. San Fransisco Meta, Remote

MasterCard Foundation, Remote Coursera

albert.hodo@icloud.com

www.alberthodo.github.io

+1 5102415626Education Cell

Website

Mail

Work experiences Other experiences

Personal skills Design skills Software skills Programming
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Afro-techno-history

Technology design frameworks and practices used around the world are 
mostly based on the western standard of design and this is not 
representative of the global experiences. In the case of non-western groups 
that had other culturally significant design movements, it is important to go 
beyond built-in translation services on devices. There is the need for 
technologies designed in certain communities to have their users culture and 
background reflected such that it has a home authentic feel especially in 
colonized countries and marginalized communities in Africa. This is mainly 
because such frameworks were adopted by the "colonizers" and there is no 
organic link between the technologies used, cultural ideologies and the 
developmental state of such countries. This thesis explores a new paradigm 
or framework for designing technologies in which devices are designed 
contextually, with local cultural ideologies. Designing for different cultures go 
beyond translating copy or text into other languages but actually 
appreciating, acknowledging and adopting cultural undertones that exist in 
images, symbols etc.(Cross Cultural Design, 2023) These themes are 
explored with the Ghanaian community as a case study where sample smart 
home devices are designed to express the cultural heritage through form, 
shape and physical interaction. These are designs based on a proposed 
framework that includes cultural heritage and references in designing for the 
West African communities. One important limitation is that local materiality 
was not explored in this project

Abstract

African Hidden Tech portfolio
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Coming Soon!
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Dynamic Interfaces

This project explores inflatable interfaces and speculates what smart IoT 
interfaces could be at the home and public spaces. A series of 3 basic 
interfaces were prototyped and presented at the Berkeley Jacobs Institute 
‘22 exhibition.

Class Project [ ]3 months

John Brechbill, Albert Hodo [ ] 2 people

Electronics prototyping, silicon molding,

product research

Type

Team

Role

Dynamic Interfaces
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Feral design based on nature

What does perseverance and resilience in the the environment mean and 
how can that influence design in a larger sphere causing us to change our 
current human designs.


 is defined as the continued effort to do or achieve something 
despite difficulties, failure, or opposition


 is defined as the capacity to withstand or to recover quickly from 
difficulties; toughness. Also, the ability of a substance or object to spring 
back into shape; elasticity.

Perseverance

Resilience

Brief

Dynamic Interfaces

Beyond-Human-Centered-Design
nature sustainable

devices accessible

 must be based 
on . Design should develop  

 that are  and intuitive to all.
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Camouflage: to hide in 
plain site

Nature possesses an extraordinary ability to camouflage and hide creatures 
in plain sight, demonstrating the marvels of adaptation. Countless species 
have evolved to blend seamlessly into their environments, using colors, 
patterns, and textures to elude predators or stalk their prey. For instance, 
chameleons expertly match the hues of leaves and branches, while stick 
insects mimic twigs, becoming virtually indistinguishable. This remarkable 
phenomenon showcases the power of evolution, highlighting nature's 
ingenious strategies for survival.

How can devices use  to 
user ?

camouflage simplify 
 interactions

Contextual Analysis

Dynamic Interfaces
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Silicon and soft robotics
Soft robotic silicon is a highly flexible and adaptable material known for its 
ability to undergo deformation and inflation. It can change shape and stretch 
in response to external forces, allowing it to navigate through complex and 
confined spaces with ease. By controlling the inflation of specific chambers 
within the silicone structure, these robots can perform tasks such as gripping 
objects, crawling, or even swimming. 

The silicon allows us to precisely control the  and 
 needed with pneumatics within . This 

can be controlled by basic  as well.

size
shape seconds

IoT electronics

Technology

Dynamic Interfaces

Fast

Flexible

Durable

Quick inflation and 
deflation process


Bends  well without 
breaking easily

Withstands changes  
in pressure
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An experiment of concept  with 
  features such as buttons for 

home devices
dynamic interactive
ease of use.

Concept

Dynamic Interfaces

CalmTactile Camouflage
Ambient and calm by natureAble to provide normal tactile 

feedback
Able to hide in plain site
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Core Design

Dynamic Interfaces

The main mechanism is air pushed through a rubber tubing into a 
silicon bladder via an air pump. The shape of the inflated bladder can 
be controlled by the casting of the silicon as well as using a frame to 
limit the space the bladder can take.

A pressure sensor is also added to the rubber tubing to detect a push 
in the bladder signifying input from a user.

Pneumatic mechanism 

sketch by John Brechbill

02
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Development

Dynamic Interfaces

Watch  user testing!lo-fi

02
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Dynamic Interfaces

product des
prototyping
ui / ux
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Hide all distractions

Imagine hiding all unnecessary buttons on your tv remote with a voice 
command or a push of a button. Using software programming and silicon to 
change our physical environments is an attempt to tackle the rigidity and 
limitations of physical spaces through sustainable materials. It is a step closer 
to blurring the lines between the digital and physical.

An experimental concept of smart interactive 
 home .dynamic interfaces

A new approach

Dynamic Interfaces

Dynamic Light Switch

On Demand Signage

Dynamic TV Remote

02
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Dynamic Interfaces

Transforming physical signage 
spaces on demand with the click of 
a button. 

02
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Main Components

Components

Dynamic Interfaces

Silicon Adhesive & Fabric

Acrylic Frame Electronics

The main dynamic component. To look and feel familiar but unique.

Was used to provide structure. pumps, pressure sensors, Esp 32 and 
ultrasonic sensors were used.

Designed and prototyped with  to be 
 during  and .

modularity
efficient manufacturing, repair assembly

02
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Project name

Hide the noise in plain sight. 

Say goodbye to complex interface 

modules.

 Exhibition video!

02
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Mycorrhizae 

Mycorrhizae is an interactive exhibit highlighting the hidden communication 
between plants, mushrooms and the underground forest ecosystem, known 
as the Mycorrhizal network. The installation was exhibited at the Berkeley 
Jacobs Institute ‘22 winter exhibition.

Class Project [ ]3 months

Justin Trainor, Helena Kent,

Neel Shay, Gracy Kureel, Albert Hodo [

] 
5 

people

Projection mapping, Computer vision, Physical 
computing and fabrication

Type

Team

Role

02
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Personification through design

Most people see nature as a resource meant to serve us and do not 
necessarily consider . People also don't perceive 
nature as  and do not really grasp the gravity of how 
we destroy and pollute nature in many ways.

The impact of our design choices can be seen in  to 

 to 

us being part of nature

micro-plastic waste
environmental pollution climate change

conscious living things

Design
nature alive we 

are a part of nature.

 must be inspired by the experiences of 
nature; for  was  before us and 

Brief

02
Mycorrhizae
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Mycelium: nature’s  
consciousness

Inspired by Netflix’s Fantastic Fungi series. Mycelium has collective 
consciousness and provides a well hidden communication between plants, 
mushrooms and the underground forest ecosystem, known as the 
Mycorrhizal network. It has many properties but one fascinating thing is that it 
works similarly to the WWW and internet as we know. 

How might we create  
between  and 

stronger connections
humans nature

Contextual Analysis

02
Mycorrhizae
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An  installation on 
the intelligent  
relationship between  
and  

interactive
symbiotic

plants
mycelium

Concept

Mycorrhizae

People  the mushrooms about to create a  
of communication between the plants and this is 
enhanced by ,  
and mushroom synthesized .

move link

computer vision projection mapping
 sounds

03
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Design

Mycorrhizae

CAD model by Neel Shah

Play area design

Plants

Moveable mushrooms

Animations 

Two plants in opposite sides

Interactive mushrooms to create a 
pathway for the plants

To visualize the communication 
process of plants through 
mycelium

03
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Development

Mycorrhizae

Fabrication
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Mycorrhizae
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Design

Mycorrhizae

Main Components

Object tracking Projection mapping

Play area Sound feedback

To follow mushrooms in real time to show live communication channels 
between plants

Moss, rocks and leaves to represent 
nature

pumps, pressure sensors, Esp 32 and 
ultrasonic sensors were used.

Designed with a combination of  and  
artifacts to symbolize a  relationship.

natural artificial
symbiotic

03
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Eco-sense 

Home-eco is a quick prototype of a smart home air and light monitoring 
system. It was made for spaces with accessibility needs for the blind as well 
as well as the hard of hearing.

Class Project [ ]2 weeks

Albert Hodo [ ] 1 person

IoT system engineering, hi-fi physical 
prototyping and fabrication

Type

Team

Role

04
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Design for accessibility

I reached out to an accessibility hardware shop on the UC Berkeley campus 
to find out what current problems they needed help exploring.

The lab had no way of monitoring the air quality and light flickering for people 
especially for those that were more susceptible to seizures. They needed 
some system that monitored it and also notified people regardless of whether 
they were deaf or blind and alone in the space.

Designing
new paradigms users

 for differently abled people produces 
 that benefits all; especially  

that were not considered. 

Design an that monitors,  and 
 in a home shared by  and  people.
IoT system air quality flickering lights 

(3-60 Hz/s) deaf blind

Brief

04
Eco-sense
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Smart Home IoT 
systems 

IoT systems allow us to use sensor and actuator systems to retrieve data 
and affect the environment in ways we want via microcontrollers and 
networks such as WIFI and bluetooth.This provides the perfect opportunity to 
solve this problem and create something that blends with the space and 
doesn't look like a medical product.

Smart Home systems are  and able to 
 and has the ability to blend in 

with the .

elegant
monitor anything

decor

Concept & Technology 

04
Eco-sense
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Eco-sense

Raspberry Pi
light


flikerring 
detector

Gas sensor

Co2

sensor

ESP 
32

micro 
controller

Buzzer

RGB led

Screen / 
Monitor

CENTRAL 
DASHBOARD

ECO

DEVICE

Input Data

Light Flickering


Presence of Co2


presence of other Gas 

DEV

TOOLS:

2 Communication 

channels

ECO DEVICE
Buzzer sounds and 

device changes ambient 
light to RED when its 

not safe

PI DASHBPARD
Auxiliary UI dashboard 

with real time data 
storage

CLOUDData is 
sent to the 

cloud

Retrieval 
of data 

from the 
cloud

ECO DEVICE : DASHBOARD:C++, Arduino, MQTT library Javascript, React.js, Tailwind.css, MQTT library
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A simple and clean dashboard to 
monitor the room quality at all times.

Rapid Hi-Fi Prototype of the system dashboard. 

Eco-sense
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Leveraging an effective ambient 
notification system for both blind and hard 
of hearing individuals

Rapid Hi-Fi Prototype of the Smart Eco device. 

Eco-sense
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Pico can dance

Pico is a lovely 2D robot dog who enjoys dancing in the maker studio when 
he hears the sound of music.

Personal Project [ ]3 days

Haesung Park, Albert Hodo [ ] 2 people

c++ programming, 2D prototyping and 
fabrication

Type

Team

Role

05
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Pets and robots

The aim of this project was to create a 2D pet for the design maker space to 
cheer people up and keep them company. When moral is low due to tight 
deadlines, a mechanical pet might be all we need.

Good design  lo-fi  
rough in nature  personality


 charm.

sometimes needs to be and
but with a dash of

and

Brief

05
Pico can dance

Illustrator File by Haesung Park
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Pico can dance

Scan the QR code to view a 
snippet of Pico’s dance 
moves

P I C O  2  C O M I N G  S O O N  !
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Maker Lunch Pad

A 6 week program that teaches  computational skills such as coding and 
circuitry through creative practices and art making.

Design @Large Project 

Shm Almeda, Albert Hodo [ ] 2 people

Assistant Instructor

Type

Team

Role

06
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08
MLP Programming GSI

Student project categories

RC Vehicle Making Fiat Lux Making Expressive Origami Making Sound machine Making

Scan here to view 
student projects !
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albert.hodo@icloud.com / albert_hodo@berkeley.edu

+1 5102415626


